
To: Hannah Titchener 
Staffordshire County Council 
Staffordshire Legal Services. 
Stafford ST16 2DH. 

Your ref: 008112. Delivered by hand to County offices, letter sent by e-mail 

Dear Hannah .13th January 2022. 

Re: s.53 application for the addition of a public bridleway from Byway No 3 north of 

Stable Farm to Trent Walk, lngestre. 

I refer to your letter dated 14th December 21, which has now been corrected with another 
letter issued on the 4th January 22, confirming the Panel's intentions. 
As requested we submit our considered evidence/comments on the Council report related 
to the above alleged bridleway. 

This submission is in four parts which are: 

Appendix 1; Comments on the appendices attached to the Council report. 

Appendix 2; Comments on the Council's report, along with any related historic evidence. 

Appendix 3; A brochure indicating how the land owner legitimately diverted this route. 

Appendix 4; Using historic maps, the positioning of this byway more precisely. 

The general comment on the appendices is that, the historic evidence is ambiguous on a 
number of counts, the map� are too general, lack detail, and do not actually locate this 
particular byway. 

With regard to the report itself, it appears to be long in misleading text, and in my opinion 
short of related historical facts. However I should like to assure the Council that 

attachments in appendix 3 and 4 are intended to give more emphasis to the historic 
information, both before and after the 1802 Order. Appendix 3&4 may help the Council to 
reconsider some of the evidence in the report and especially the options in items 53 and 54. 
The intent is to seek a constructive way of finding an amicable solution. 
If you require any further explanations, please do not hesitate in contacting me. 

Over many years I have experienced the Council adopting a cavalier approach, with many 
questions still remaining unanswered. It is for that reason, I feel obliged to send a copy of 

this letter'to the County Solicitor. 
Yours sincerely 

Thomas Brailsford. 
Copy to: Anne-Marie Davidson, County Solicitor. {letter only} 

Mr T Wolley Partner of Bowcock Pursai/1 Solicitors. File: AB Letter to sec 12.oi.22 











Page 3. 

Continued: 

Had this been achieved, it would mean that the Council would be in a position where, had 

they made a DMMO; the Council would have been able to confirm an unopposed order 

without reference to the Secretary of State. 

The inevitable outcome was that the majority of the land owners agreed to the offer, with 

just one rejection. 

Other options available. 

53. The Council may wish to revisit the content of the report, after taking into account the

aforementioned commerits, and or any further evidence put forward by other land owners.

54. This particular route has not been used by the public since around 1804. It may be the

case that a common law dedication by the Earl did take place, for this particular route.

In my opinion the Council should review this option on the basis of the Earls actions taken

post 1802. See appendix 3.

60. There is evidence that the applicant may adopt a different approach and may not

appeal.

Appendix 3 & 4. Referred to In aforementioned responses, issued separately. 

Appendix 3; this evidence seeks to explain how and when, this particular route was diverted 

by the Earl to a more easterly position by around 1810. 

Around 1803 the Earl put into action a plan to enhance the estate by developing the east 

part of his land. This would mean that the short dead end byway which ended at dog kennel 

gate was redundant. The Earl's plan was to make better use of his agricultural land, by 

building a large farni complex to include, a farm house, large barns, animal facilities, and 

storage. This was followed by a high wall surrounding the main garden, more formal 

gardens, linked to the long walk located adjacent to the Orangery. For more evidence refer 

to the attached appendix 3. 

Appendix 4; Using hist9ric maps, this illustrates more precisely the position of this route. 

Prepared by Tom Brailsford Jan 22. File: AB Comments on sec report Jan 22. 


































